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It is a comprehensive textbook especially designed for the students of commerce, management and other professional courses. It serves both as a learner´s text and a practitioner´s guide. It provides a sharp
focus on all relevant concepts and cardinal principles of business communication and adds value to the reader´s understanding of the subject. Following a need-based and sequential approach, the book is
highly stimulating and leads students to communicate with élan and prepare for work place challenges.
In the hard-fought business world, only one new business in 20 lives to see its fifth anniversary. Typical management books do not address the unique nuances of early stage companies. Most entrepreneurial
books often profile successful entrepreneurs or companies who are better known, which usually includes only the small percentage that achieve stratospheric success. Growing Your Own Business shares
the secrets of long-term survival and success, detailing practical guidelines and relevant "tales from the trenches" to help entrepreneurs tackle common concerns and obstacles. A welcome combination of
first-person how-to advice and peer mentoring support, this comprehensive, essential resource book provides sound, battle-proven advice for developing effective sales and marketing strategies, managing
employees, and navigating business cycles. Growing Your Own Business continues after the first book, Starting Your Own Business. This resource is designed to work as independent resource or integrate
into business curriculums.
With updated references, exam questions, annotated model answers and unique glossary, this text provides a comprehensive one stop guide for all students of Business and Management studies at UG and
HND level. The sixth edition includes fresh treatment of information technology, organization culture and strategy.
Today, the need for communication skills has become more important than ever before. Communication plays a vital role — be it the preparation one has to do to face an interview or deal with diverse
business deals, or interacting with colleagues, superiors, and others. The Second Edition of this text, based on the feedback received from the readers, continues to highlight the vital skills one needs for
effectively communicating in diverse situations. Divided into five parts, the text shows the power of three V’s of communication — the verbal, the visual and the vocal, examining at the same time the role of
formal and informal communication methods, and stressing the significance of grapevine in organizations. It also demonstrates how important listening is, and the basic skill-sets needed by a manager for
business dealings. Further, the text gives the nuances of verbal communication and the factors necessary for preparing a presentation besides giving a comprehensive view of non-verbal communication. It
highlights the role of written communication, the importance of business writing, the formats of business letters, memos, and report writing, and how flawed thinking impedes written communication. The text
concludes by emphasizing the crucial role played by corporate communication in enhancing an organization’s image. What’s New to This Edition : New concepts such as Fog Index/Readability Index,
Business Terms, Acronyms, Abbreviations, e-mail Etiquette, Virtual Team Skills, and Social Skills. Many exercises and other inputs. Written in a clear and straightforward style and in a student-friendly
fashion, this concise and compact text is intended both for students of management and for young executives and managers.
Due in part to globalism and economic development, the Asian business sector has been rapidly expanding. Thanks to the increasing industrialization and economic growth of China and India in particular,
tourism as well as business opportunities in the Asian sector are booming. Managerial Strategies and Practice in the Asian Business Sector is a comprehensive reference source for theories and practices
related to business integration in Asian countries. The research presented within this timely resource closely examines a number of essential topics such as ethics, competition, and entrepreneurship in an era
of globalization and economic expansion. Illustrating innovative insights concerning the development of business strategies in this growing region, this book is an invaluable reference for business executives,
students of business, academics, policy makers, or any professional concerned with globalism and the intricacies of Asian business and information technology integration in the Asian business sector.
...the rest shall follow Deep, an awkward young man obsessed with libraries and books, has his dream come true when he is sent to Hong Kong on an internship programme. Leaving behind jealous but
encouraging friends, a supportive father and a hysterical, overprotective mother, Deep makes his first flight to a foreign land. And then he sees her, Ahana, a stunningly beautiful girl. But Deep also has to
come to terms with another reality: Ahana is blind. Together they explore Hong Kong, Ahana guiding them with the smells and sounds of the wondrous city and Deep bringing to life for her the delightful sights
he sees. They're living a dream, till Aveek, her gorgeeus ex-boyfriend, comes back into her life. Hold My Hand is a delightful young romance with a surprise ending.

International Business
A new text for new realities: Business Ethics & Corporate Social Responsibility charts a course for students through the unprecedented challenges and turbulence of modern business and its
implications for people across the globe. Moving beyond the Anglo-American focus of existing works, the authors employ a refreshingly international perspective to leave students with a broad
and reflective understanding of business ethics. A flexible 3-part structure, developed from extensive market feedback, aligns with the latest course structures, while a strong focus on
environmental ethics and sustainability throughout provides market-leading coverage of this vital issue. An unparalleled range of case studies, including chapter cases and longer premium
cases supplied by HBR, Ivey and ECCH, combine with a full set of online supporting resources to make this the complete introduction to business ethics in a rapidly evolving world.
Introduce your students to management using the classic theory, current research, student-friendly presentation, and memorable examples in Griffin’s MANAGEMENT -- the book that has
already helped almost two million students prepare for successful business careers. This powerful, leading text combines traditional management coverage with well-known, careful
examination of today’s emerging management topics. The new 10th edition of MANAGEMENT now examines the latest on organizational justice and negotiation as well as the impact of the
2008-2009 economic recession and global warming on business. The book’s well-organized, inviting approach organized around the functions of management helps students strengthen their
management skills with an effective balance of theory and practice as well as numerous proven learning features. Students continue to study the growing service sector, ethics, global
management and the impact of technology on management as they examine challenges today’s managers face. Hundreds of well-researched popular examples -- from large establishments,
such as Coca-Cola, to emerging companies such as Google and Facebook -- bring concepts to life. Examples from smaller companies and non-profit organizations underscore the author’s
philosophy that strong management is critical to the success of any type of organization. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not
be available in the ebook version.
This Book Is An Important Contribution To The Sociology Of Religion. It Attempts To Capture The Great Diversity Of Religious Phenomena In India And Brings Together The Theoretical
Perspectives Of A Wide Variety Of Scholars.
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Designed as a textbook for undergraduate students in various engineering disciplines—Mechanical, Civil, Industrial Engineering, Electronics Engineer-ing and Computer Science—and for
postgraduate students in Industrial Engineering and Water Resource Management, this comprehensive and well-organized book, now in its Second Edition, shows how complex economic
decisions can be made from a number of given alternatives. It provides the managers not only a sound basis but also a clear-cut approach to making decisions. These decisions will ultimately
result in minimizing costs and/or maximizing benefits. What is more, the book adequately illustrates the concepts with numerical problems and Indian cases. While retaining all the chapters of
the previous edition, the book adds a number of topics to make it more comprehensive and more student friendly. What’s New to This Edition • Discusses different types of costs such as
average cost, recurring cost, and life cycle cost. • Deals with different types of cost estimating models, index numbers and capital allowance. • Covers the basics of nondeterministic decision
making. • Describes the meaning of cash flows with probability distributions and decision making, and selection of alternatives using simulation. • Discusses the basic concepts of Accounting.
This book, which is profusely illustrated with worked-out examples and a number of diagrams and tables, should prove extremely useful not only as a text but also as a reference for those
offering courses in such areas as Project Management, Production Management, and Financial Management.
This classic volume achieves a remarkable width of appeal without sacrificing scientific accuracy or depth of analysis. It is a valuable contribution to the study of business efficiency which
should be read by anyone wanting information about the developments and place of management, and it is as relevant today as when it was first written. This is a practical book, written out of
many years of experience in working with managements of small, medium and large corporations. It aims to be a management guide, enabling readers to examine their own work and
performance, to diagnose their weaknesses and to improve their own effectiveness as well as the results of the enterprise they are responsible for.
| WINNER OF THE GAJA CAPITAL BUSINESS BOOK PRIZE 2019 | The nineteenth century was an exciting time of initiative and enterprise around the world. If John D. Rockefeller was
creating unimagined wealth in the United States that he would put to the service of the nation, a Parsi family with humble roots was doing the same in India. In 1822, a boy was born in a
priestly household in Gujarat's Navsari village. Young Nusserwanji knew early on that his destiny lay beyond his village and decided to head for Bombay to start a business - the first in his
family to do so. He had neither higher education nor knowledge of business matters, just a burning passion to carve a path of his own. What Nusserwanji started as a cotton trading venture,
his son Jamsetji, born in the same year as Rockefeller, grew into a multifaceted business, turning around sick textile mills, setting up an iron and steel company, envisioning a cutting-edge
institute of higher learning, building a world-class hotel, and earning himself the title of the 'Bhishma Pitamah of Indian Industry'. Stewarded ably over the decades by Jamsetji's sons Dorabji
and Ratanji, the charismatic and larger-than-life JRD, and thereafter the more business-like Ratan, the Tata group today is a 110-billion-dollar empire. The Tatas is their story. But it is more
than just a history of the industrial house; it is an inspiring account of India in the making. It chronicles how each generation of the family invested not only in the expansion of its own business
interests but also in nation building. Few know, for instance, that the first hydel power project in the world was conceived of and built by the Tatas. Nor that some radical labour concepts such
as eight-hour work shifts were born in India, at the Tata mill in Nagpur. The Tata Cancer Research Centre, the Indian Institute of Science, the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, as also
the national carrier Air India - the family has a long, rich and unrivalled legacy. The Tatas is a tribute to a line of visionaries who have a special place in the hearts and minds of ordinary
Indians. Written by seasoned journalist Girish Kuber, this is also the only book that tells the complete Tata story spanning almost two hundred years.
The 19th edition reprinted in 2020 contains https://tinyurl.com/yb67waxu – Buying Roles Types of Buying Decisions Scope of Marketing Process of Marketing Management Profile of Rural
Markets Some of the distinctive features of the book are as follows: Learning Objectives to give a bird’s eye-view of the topics covered in each chapter. Lucid, concise and simple language.
Real life illustrations from Indian industry. Liberal use of tables and diagrams to illustrate the text. Summary at the end of every chapter for quick revision. Case Study at the end of each
chapter. Test Questions culled from examinations of various Universities and Business Schools. Select Bibliography for further study. We sincerely believe that there is always scope for
improvement. Therefore, we invite suggestions for further enriching the book.
Principles of Management is designed to meet the scope and sequence requirements of the introductory course on management. This is a traditional approach to management using the
leading, planning, organizing, and controlling approach. Management is a broad business discipline, and the Principles of Management course covers many management areas such as
human resource management and strategic management, as well behavioral areas such as motivation. No one individual can be an expert in all areas of management, so an additional benefit
of this text is that specialists in a variety of areas have authored individual chapters.
For close to 20 years, “Industrial Engineering and Production Management” has been a successful text for students of Mechanical, Production and Industrial Engineering while also being
equally helpful for students of other courses including Management. Divided in 5 parts and 52 chapters, the text combines theory with examples to provide in-depth coverage of the subject.
An introduction to marketing concepts, strategies and practices with a balance of depth of coverage and ease of learning. Principles of Marketing keeps pace with a rapidly changing field,
focussing on the ways brands create and capture consumer value. Practical content and linkage are at the heart of this edition. Real local and international examples bring ideas to life and
new feature 'linking the concepts' helps students test and consolidate understanding as they go. The latest edition enhances understanding with a unique learning design including revised,
integrative concept maps at the start of each chapter, end-of-chapter features summarising ideas and themes, a mix of mini and major case studies to illuminate concepts, and critical thinking
exercises for applying skills.
The 4th edition of this book has been updated to meet the new requirements of the students, professors, and practitioners. This is an enhanced version of the earlier editions. To update and
enhance the coverage of the book, many chapters have been restructured, and some new content/chapters have also been added. In addition, to have better engagement and learning
outcomes for the reader, certain new pedagogical features have also been added. NEW IN THIS EDITION • A new chapter on ‘Ethical and Social Issues’ • Applications using MS-Access in
the upgraded Chapter 5 – Data Resource Management • Concepts on organisations in Chapter 2 – Information, Systems and Organisation Concepts • Concepts of e-Governance in chapter 7
– e-Commerce, e-Business and e-Governance • Some latest trends and concepts in Chapter 4 – IT Infrastructure • Concepts on Project Management in chapter 12 – IS development and
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Project Management KEY FEATURES • Some new cases have been added, and various case studies from the earlier edition have been updated • New pedagogical elements, such as
Objective-type Questions, True/False Questions, Review Questions and Assignments have been added in chapters • Glossary has also been incorporated to get a quick understanding of the
terms used in the book • Instructor support has been added on the web through Online Resources
The book in its tenth edition has been thoroughly restructured and revised. All the chapters of the present edition have been re-written not only to incorporate the latest developments in management but also
to make presentation of subject-matter more lucid and crisp. Chapter 3 of the previous edition (Managers and Environment) has been named as Management Challenges and Opportunities in the present
edition so that proper focus is put on these issues. Thus, the present edition is ideally suited to management students as well as management practitioners, particularly those who have not gone through
formal management education.
The Most Encouraging Response To Our Book Management Process And Organisational Behaviour, Prompted Us To Expand The Management Horizons And Approach The Subject From Various Angle And
Various View-Points In Depth And Exhaustive Manner.Organisational Behaviour Is The Study Of Individual And Group Behaviour In Work Settings. This Study, Complex As It Is, Has Acquired New
Dimensions With The Dynamic Social And Technological Changes Of The Past Two Decades. Changing Demographics, Cultural Diversity, More Educated Work Force And Awareness Of Rights And
Privileges Have Prompted A New Look At The Entire Organization Structure And Systems. This Book Has Been Prepared To Cover Extensively Various Facets Both Micro As Well As Macro Of The Field
Organisational Behaviour. The Language Of Presentation Is Highly Communicative So That It Become Interesting And Comprehensive.The Matter Contained In The Book Has Been Organized Along The
Context Of Definition Of The Field Of Organizational Behaviour Which Involves The Individual Behaviour And The Factors Which Affect Such Behaviour, Group Behaviour And Group Dynamics Relative To
Individuals Within The Group And The Group Interface With The Organisation And The Structure Of Organization Itself.
The second edition of Industrial Relations, Trade Unions, and Labour Legislation is an up-to-date interactive text, primarily related to issues in India. The book does, however, incorporate developments and
practices in other countries, particularly UK and USA. Primarily designed for the students of management, economics, labour and social welfare, social work, commerce and similar disciplines this book will
also be of interest to professionals in the field of labour relations and management.
Essentials of HRM combines a commentary on organizational behaviour with an explanation of human resource management techniques, and also acts as an introduction to industrial relations. It will prove an
invaluable aid to those studying for professional qualifications, such as Membership of the Institute of Personnel Management or the Diploma in Management Studies, and for students on general business or
social service courses. Equally, the practising manager will find this book a useful and practical guide.
Accounting for Management is a comprehensive textbook designed especially for post graduate students of business management. It takes a practice oriented approach to explaining the core concepts of
accounting, with the help of numerous illustrations and solved examples. The book is divided in to five parts and provides a comprehensive coverage of financial accounting, cost accounting and management
accounting. Part I on Basic Financial Accounting discusses accounting concepts, accounting books and entries, corporate reporting. Part II on Financial Management covers financial statement analysis, fund
flow and cash flow analysis, working capital management, and capital budgeting. Part III on Cost Accounting includes introduction to cost accounting, material cost control, overhead cost allocation, activity
based costing etc. The following part (IV) on Management Accounting enumerates the cost volume profit relationship, decision making and pricing. The book concludes with PartV on Planning, Control and
Performance Measurement that discuses standard costing, budgetary control, responsibility accounting, among other topics. The book will also be useful for business and accounting professionals for its
optimal mix of theory and practice.
Concept And Mature Of Management 2. Evolution Of Management Thought 3. Management Process 4. Social Responsibility Of Business 5. Coordination 6. Nature And Process Of Planning 7. Method And
Types Of Plans 8. Forecasting And Decision-Making 9. Management Information System 10. Organizing Functions 11. Departmentation And Organization Structure 12. Authority And Responsibility 13.
Delegation And Decentralisation 14. Organisation Chart And Manual 15. Nature And Scope Of Staffing 16. Training And Development 17. Performance Appraisal And Promotion 18. Direction And Supervision
19. Motivation And Morale 20. Leadership 21. Communication 22. Process Of Control 23. Techniques Of Managerial Control 24. Organisational Conflicts And Grievances 25. Organisational Change 26.
Management By Objectives And Workstress 27. Total Quality Management 28. Case Study Method
The first part contains the fundamentals of management and the second part deals with organizational behaviour. The theories in the book are supported by many examples from different business sectors in
the Indian scenario. It is written in a simple, self-instructional style for easy understanding of the students. Every chapter begins with an introduction followed by learning objectives of that chapter and is
followed by a summary and review questions to help students structure their learning. A glossary of key terms has also been appended at the end of the book to enable students to locate the relevant
information quickly. The book has been written in accordance with the UGC guidelines and provides comprehensive coverage of the subject
ISC Commerce Class-XI (Vol.I)
Taking a managerial approach and demonstrating the application of behavioural science within the workplace, this text focuses on the essential topics of organisational behaviour. The Essentials text is a new
concise version of the long established market leader Management & Organisational Behaviour which has set standards in pedagogy and authorship that few texts have matched. The accessibility of writing
style and clarity of presentation makes unfamiliar theory relevant, easily understood and logically applied to the world of work. In 12 chapters, the Essentials version focuses on the core topics of the discipline
in a recognisable sequence, starting from the level of individual, though to the group, and finally the organisation.
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